MSS GC April Meeting Summary
04/04/2023 from 7:30-9:00 p.m. CT

Actions Taken:

- (MSSAI) Post MAC GME Update: Motion to have GRAF put together a document outlining which representatives to target, who were prior co-sponsors, and number of voters. Motion passes.
- (MSSAI) AMA Foundation URIM DEI Definition Lacks Inclusion of Students with Disabilities: Motion to write letter to the AMA Foundation Board and email Student Board members that this is coming. Motion passes.
- (MSSAI) Reaffirming the AMA’s Commitment to Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion: Motion to gather all communication, educational programming, and legislative work on gender-affirming care for the author. Motion passes.
- (MSSAI) Medical School Tuition Freezes: Motion to send this MSSAI to the Student Councilor on Medical Education asking if it is a topic of interest to them prior to sending it for a report from a Standing Committee. Motion passes.

Topics Discussed:

- GRAF provided MAC survey results and discussed suggestions for next year.
- MSS Board Liaisons gave updates on prior authorization work, the physician workforce issue, and the Gun Violence Prevention Task Force.
- The MSS GC reviewed the 2022-2023 Strategic Plan.